Communications
The UK communication subsector’s advanced
capabilities, highly-skilled workforce, established
ecosystem of outward-looking companies and
academic institutions, and Ofcom’s clear and
stable market regulation make our companies
highly-sought after trading partners, evidenced
by being the second largest exporter of
telecommunications service globally.
The UK communications subsector covers a wide
variety of services and organisations. These
include specialist private companies of all sizes,
regulated public services such as BT Openreach,
private services for businesses, transportation
and emergency services, and the design,
production and implementation of infrastructure
and software upon which the sector relies. Overthe-top (OTT) services e.g. Skype are also included
when subject to communications regulation.
Whatever product, service or expertise you’re
looking to source, the UK’s broad and established
communications sector can provide it. Our range
of communications capabilities is provided by
companies of all sizes, from stock-market listed
companies like BT Group and Vodafone, to
satellite communications builders and technologybased SMEs selling a wide range of specialised
communications services and support technologies.

UK strengths include:
• Managed networked IT and communications
services
• Satellite communications
• Connectivity enablement platforms
• Services assurance, testing and operations
• Systems integration, design and consulting
• Fibre optics and photonics
• Wireless and satellite networks
and services

£6bn
Telecoms services export from the UK
account for around £6 billion, placing us in the
top three global exporters in this sector.

“The ability for people and
companies to collaborate in
real-time across borders is
crucial for today’s fast-moving
world”
Chris Wilson, Project Manager,
BT MeetMe with Dolby Voice

Data Management & Analytics
As well as being the second largest exporter of
computer and information services globally, the
UK has one of the world’s strongest and most
developed data analytics sectors. This is driven
by the diversity of technology firms in the UK and
the variety of areas where data management and
analytics can help improve efficiency.
Advances in connectivity also means more data
being collected through wireless robots, driverless
cars, healthcare and smart homes and cities, with
the number of connected devices forecast to reach
100 billion by 2020 and the global value of the
Internet of Things industry on course to hit £10
trillion within the same timeframe (Source: 2020
Globalisation Index.).
If your organisation is looking to make full use of
data, UK companies are the perfect partners to help
in the processing, analysing and monetising.

“The UK has access to a unique
blend of skills; quantitative
analysis from financial
services, science from top
universities, design from some
of the best creatives in the
world”
Simon Williams, Chief Executive Officer, QuantumBlack

Data Centres
With a world-class blend of specialised skills, an
experienced supplier base, strong and proven
market demand and a stable and business friendly
environment, the UK has one of the world’s
strongest and most developed Data Analytics
sectors. Within this sector, Data Centres are
vital in terms of covering the capture, storage,
management and analysis of data.
Of the UK’s roughly 500 Data Centres, a third
are commercial colocation facilities, where
space, bandwidth and equipment are rented to
retail companies. These centres are operated by
companies including Equinix, Pulsant, DigitalRealty,
Global Switch and Virtus.
A third of these support ICT service providers such
as IBM, BT, Atos, Fujitsu and HPE, and a third are
operated in-house, directly supporting the corporate
IT functions of organisations like universities, banks
and supermarkets. Outside London, Manchester
is the second regional hub within the Data Centre
market. There are also major facilities in Newcastle
and Cardiff, which is home to Europe’s second
largest Data Centre, Next Generation Data.

UK strengths include:
• Well-established and mature, with a 3.8%
annual growth rate since 2011
• The UK is the largest data centre market
in Europe with 2.8 million m2 of available
white space, just over 26% of the region’s
capacity
• UK Data Centres have 950,000 racks,
which is 25% of Western Europe’s capability
• The UK’s investment in data centres was
valued at $14.6 billion, second only to the US

500
There are approximately 500 data centres in
the UK.

Cloud Computing
A growing domestic market is helping power the
UK’s export-led cloud technology innovations.
The UK is also a trusted cloud computing base for
technology giants including Amazon, Microsoft and
Google.
A robust and supportive UK government regulatory,
policy and procurement framework underpins the
UK’s growing cloud provider ecosystem. In addition,
the Department for International Trade (DIT) proactively supports UK-based companies working to
export cloud systems and capabilities.
The UK has a dynamic and fast-moving cloud
computing market. Multiple cloud providers offer
innovative cloud services at the infrastructure,
platform, software and solutions level, and the
UK has amazing strengths and world-leading
capabilities in every part of the ecosystem, from
chip design to artificial intelligence. London’s Data
Centre capacity is globally significant, and boasts
the largest cloud systems concentration in Europe.

UK strengths include:
• A high degree of due diligence around
security and privacy which makes UK
providers excel in related security and
compliance areas
• A world class cyber-security pedigree,
responding to the growth in security and
privacy concerns among international cloud
customers and users
• Particular strengths in Artificial Intelligence
(AI) supporting export-led capabilities, as AI
becomes more important in defining cloud
solutions
• Availability of strong hard and soft
infrastructures to support cloud companies
• Regular MeetUps help to foster innovation
and to grow business and relational capital

Emerging talent Strong clusters
A growing number of universities and
knowledge institutions offer the opportunity
to study Cloud Computing, including
Newcastle University’s MSc and CDT courses.

Birmingham, Bracknell and Reading,
Cambridge, Oxford, Manchester, Newcastle
and Durham are cloud computing hubs.
Tech Nation

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Artificial intelligence (AI) already letting us to talk
to our smartphones, recommending us music,
describing photos for the visually impaired and
flagging up fire risks in cities. With technology
advancing fast, there is the potential for AI to
revolutionise a wide number of sectors, from
driverless cars to automation of high value
manufacturing to eradicating disease completely.
It is no exaggeration to say it could transform
economies, improve quality of live for billions and
serve to protect the environment.
The UK is an undisputed leader that in a subsector
that requires skills across a variety of traditional
academic areas including computer science,
cognitive science, philosophy and psychology. More
than most sectors it is closely aligned with research
taking place at universities, with Cambridge
University and Imperial University particularly
strong in the area. If you’re already using Google,
Facebook, or Twitter you’re already benefiting from
UK strengths in AI.
There is a near limitless number of potential AI
applications. If your organisation is interested in
benefiting from AI technology and expertise, UK
companies are the partners you need.

“Science fiction is slowly
becoming science fact, and
robotics and AI look destined to
play an increasing role in our
lives over the coming decades.”
Dr Tania Mathias, UK Government Science and
Technology Committee

Semiconductor Design
As the market for semiconductors continues to
grow globally, the UK looks set to build on its role
as a world leader in semiconductor design, with
our highly-skilled workforce, strong academic base
and number of world-renowned semiconductor
companies.
For international organisations looking to source the
highest quality and most advanced semiconductors,
UK companies are proven and reliable partners
thanks to our world class capabilities, infrastructure,
logistics and service support.

UK strengths include:
• World-leading research, development,
academic and technical capabilities
• A skilled and sustainable workforce
• Collaborative working and high-pedigree
centres of excellence
• An agile and accessible supply chain, flexible
to changing needs
• Academic resources supported by several
centres of excellence and business
associations institutions

£125bn
The global market for semiconductors is
forecast to grow to approximately £125 billion
by 2025.
UK Government

Electronic Systems
Today, new and exciting applications are emerging
from the UK’s world-leading subsector, through
power supply, sensors, invisibly embedded systems,
lasers or displays, the key technology area of
Electronics, Photonics and Electrical Systems
(EPES) is underpinning activity in all industrial
sectors and throughout the consumer market.
The UK’s expertise in academic research, strong
science base and renowned inventiveness means
our companies are well-placed to assist international
partners, whether they’re looking to source the
highest quality consumer goods or benefit from
specialist UK consultancies.

UK strengths include:
• Strong intellectual property rights (IPR)
framework and legal system
• Established intellectual property rights
development
• Ability to quickly introduce products to the
market
• Big software sector
• Research community involving academia,
companies, and industry groups

No.1
The UK is the largest European market for
high-end consumer electronics products with
about 18,000 UK-based companies.
UK Government

£16bn
The electronics sector is worth £16 billion
every year to the UK economy, with about
300,000 people in over 12,000 companies.
UK Government

Intelligent Sensors
The UK has one of the world’s strongest and
most developed intelligent sensor technology
ecosystems, developed through world-class, crossdisciplinary research and development and applied
knowledge. It is supported by an agile and dynamic
user-base across a wide range of industrial and
consumer applications.
From automation to biotechnology to consumer
electronics, there are thousands of existing and
potential global applications for smart sensors,
and the UK produces frontier-based sensor-related
Intellectual Property (IP) and sensor technologies
across a significant portion of the value chain, from
devices and hardware to applications, software
and services. The market is set to grow rapidly
as technology advanced and connected devices
become the norm.
If your organisation is looking to benefit from
intelligent sensor technology or expertise, UK
companies can help.

£14bn
Sensors contribute an estimated £14 billion
to the UK economy, £6 billion in the form of
exports.
Innovate UK

33%
One in three patents published over the last
decade is sensor-related
Innovate UK

UK strengths include:
• A world class science and skills base
developing core and frontier technologies,
such as quantum sensors
• A strong supply chain and market pull that
helps drive demand and innovation in large
industries including aerospace, F1, industrial
and telecoms, supporting UK-based global
players such as Bae Systems, Rolls Royce
and Siemens
• Many mid-size companies specialising in
key application areas that have a strong
track record for winning business in export
markets – including Renishaw, a British
engineering company specialising in
precision measurement and healthcare
• Small, new agile tech companies making use
of new technologies and data analytics to
access, interrogate, crunch and visualise new
data produced by sensors, soliciting interest
and investment from international funds

